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Password
Aggravation
By Michael Castelluccio, Editor

A recent post on Bruce Schneier’s security blog advised,
“Children are warned that the name of their first pet
should contain at least eight characters and a digit.”
Very funny, right? Well, maybe not when you consider
the recent password thefts at sites like Yahoo (lost
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The July hack of Yahoo inspired another of those

Most sources usually offer the same basic advice: don’t

Perhaps we need a new way to approach this problem—
a fresh look at how these keys can survive attacks.
Wolfram Research, the creator of Mathematica, offers
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SAFE PINS?

your understanding. Look for

Let’s start with something simple, the number key you

rich images, audio, video and
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alphanumeric and look something like KqrURp14. This
example is strong, taking a brute-force attack 9.87 years to
hack, but it would be tough to remember.
The Custom Passwords menu lets you select from
alphabetic (TYJIVQrC—time to hack = 3.179 years),
alphanumeric (y04MOEUr—time to hack = 114.5 years),
numeric (02749670—time to hack = 500 seconds), ASCII
(mJO<3N-.—time to hack = 357.1 years), pronounceable
(froomgaubrea—time to hack = 15,130 years), and wordbased passwords (Yeager9Elgar—time to hack = 77.89 million years).
A careful look at this list of samples will likely elicit questions about the relative strengths of the passwords. Why, for
use to unlock your iPad if you’ve chosen to protect it with a

instance, is the numeric password cracked in minutes while

passcode. These are four digits long, and the choice is limit-

the pronounceable sample so strong by comparison? The

ed to 10 numbers—zero to nine. So how safe is a PIN like

simple answer has to do with length. An eight character

7540? How hard would it be for a computer to guess the

password is much weaker than a 12-character one. If you

right combination, and how long would it take to do that?

were to change a few letters from lower case to upper in the

Wolfram explains that with four, there are

211

permuta-

tions possible. The time it would take to guess all these
combinations, what Wolfram calls the “time to hack,” is sur-

froomgaubrea example, the strength would increase even
more.
So, what can we do with “Otto” to create a strong, easily

prisingly short—0.024 seconds. That doesn’t sound possible

remembered password? Well, we need to add some length

until you remember that the hacker will be using a computer,

and a number or symbol or two. To make it memorable, try

not a paper pad and a keyboard to tap in each try. The aver-

and remember something about Otto, like the time he

age used by Wolfram to measure this kind of brute force

chewed up the rug by the door. Something like Ottoate-

attack is 100,000 passwords per second based on modern

therug can work. We need numbers, so use the substitution

CPU-based cracking methods. The researchers do offer the

Otto8therug, and we also need upper and lower case variety

additional caveat that it’s “possible to greatly increase the

inside the phrase, so now it’s OttO8theHallRug, just to

speed of password cracking attempts with massively paral-

make it a little longer and tougher. Run the password

leled CPU clusters.” The actual formula is: time to hack =

through Wolfram’s Password Strength function, and we get

time to enumerate divided by two. This assumes the probabil-

a “fair” rating with an impressive 243.8 trillion years to

ity that the computer will discover the right combination

enumerate—that’s a time to hack of 121.9 trillion years.

after testing half of the total enumerations.
The 0 to 9 selection for a PIN is very limiting. If you were

You remember that Otto’s picture and name appear on
your Facebook page, so you mentally make a subtraction to

to arrange not just numbers, but letters, symbols, and num-

account for the possibility that a dedicated hacker would

bers in a similar pattern of four (Z4@o), the time to enu-

check and incorporate personal information like that in the

merate all combinations jumps to almost 474.6 seconds. The

attack. To compensate, you could add a period to the end of

time to hack is then 237.3 seconds. Not exactly a security

the phrase. Now it’s a sentence, and the numbers go off the

blanket, but there’s a substantial difference between less than

chart. OttO8theHallRug. gets a rating of “strong,” and the

one second and almost four minutes.

time to enumerate becomes 1.178 ✕ 1019 years—half of

So what about a very strong password that doesn’t look
like a spelled out curse above a cartoon character’s head?
Let’s begin with Wolfram’s suggested recipes.

that, whatever it is, is the new time to hack.
Live in a pet-free zone? Try using a memorable phrase
and mix in some numbers, symbols, and or upper-case letters. The 20 characters in the password WhenintheCourse-
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Of1776 rates a “very strong” from the Wolfram strength test,

The Wolfram Generator will issue endless streams of eight-

with a predicted successful crack only after 2.234 ✕ 1023

character passwords at the push of a button. They’re

years divided by two. SF
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